
























































































































































































































essay  tries  to sketch some aspects of his  life and philosophical activities  in  the 1980s, 
specifically his  ideas reflected  in his essays published  in  the 1992 book “Transmodern 
Manners,”  the responsible editor of which was the  late Hitoshi IMAMURA, and whose 
coauthors  included, besides WASHIDA and IMAMURA,  the  then young philosophers 
Keiichi NOE, Motoaki SHINOHARA, and me.  







media  theory as well as Foucault’s  theory of biopolitics  to depict how the human body, 
implanted into producing machinery, becomes a corpse. The second theme is ‘time’. Here, 
WASHIDA makes his practical debut as a philosophical theorist of mode. He clarifies the 
categorical imperative of mode which says that what is in mode is what should be in mode. 
There he sees the utter ‘groundlessness’ characteristic to our modern society and the game 
we seem to play eternally.
「キーワード」
鷲田清一、近代、トランスモダン、無根拠、モード
